4 weeks of Practicing
“ The Power of
Human Connection”
INSPIRED BY THE BOOK – THE POWER OF HUMAN
CONNECTION: HOW RELATIONSHIP MARKETING IS
TRANSFORMING THE WAY PEOPLE SUCCEED, BY KODY BATEMAN

The Book
288 pages

297 pages – Kindle
5 hours 22 minutes on Audible

When most people see the
term "relationship marketing," they
tend to focus more on the second word
than on the first.
They want to know how they can
market to "get" more business.
Yet increasingly, the business world is
beginning to realize the keys to
building business are creating
genuine relationships, appreciating
your customers and clients, and
networking to "give."

HARNESS the
Power of Human
Connection
Day 1
Today marks a
starting point. In
physical reality
Today is MONDAY.

Even with a holiday this month, there are still 4 weeks to practice.
We offer this tool to help you change everything in your business
with CONNECTION.
No… Magic won’t appear overnight… AND after a month of
practice you very well COULD have dozens of great potential leads
and referrals by learning this and following along. Are you
willing?

Day 1 Action is to THINK & WRITE (get a journal or
yellow pad to work through this month with).
Relationship Marketing starts with showing
appreciation for the relationships you have.
WITHOUT expectation of anything.
Who do you appreciate in your business life today?
Make a list of those people.
Past Clients that come to mind. People you just
LIKE. People you know that refer others to you.
Vendors that you appreciate.
Just make a list.

Today, take your list and choose ONE person you
haven’t connected with in awhile. Just one. Pick
someone easy.
Reach out (by phone or in person) and SAY how
much you appreciate them. Ask how they are
doing. Be genuinely interested with NO internal
pressure to “turn this into a lead.”
Don’t mention business at all unless they ask, and
even then, keep it light.
This conversation is about THEM.
And when you are done, send a follow-up in
writing. Could be a card. Could be an email. Could
be a text. Could be a Facebook Message. Doesn’t
matter today.
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If you started this Monday, today is Wednesday.
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Today’s Action: Reach out to 2 others on your list
from Monday and simply say how much you
appreciate them.
And ask how they are doing.
Close with how grateful you are for them and
reach out in writing after. Begin to make this a
daily habit for 2-3 people per day. NOT more
than that.
You will find a lot of JOY in this habit. It’s not a
drudgery. It’s empowering for YOU and others
in your life.

I am betting today you are in person with some
people in person that you did NOT contact the last
2 days.
Your job today is to celebrate being with those
people you are with in person.
Make a point to be Present. Look them in the Eye.
Listen. Ask questions about them.
No follow up in writing on these unless it needs
to be done for a reason or if you took a great
picture to send them.
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Day 5
*Tool to help:

Write out the top 5-15 clients
you’ve every had.
Write down 2-3 words next to
each one describing them.
Go to their About page on LI or
FB and print out to highlight.
Find the similarities.

End of the traditional work week if you began
Monday.
Today we are going to look at Branding.
Do you have a Brand? Write it out, draw it
out.
Don’t have one? Spend time today working
on it. DO NOT OVERCOMPLICATE IT. Answer
this:
Who are YOU in your work? What
characteristics do you want to be known for?
Who do you want to help most?*
How do you impact people’s lives?
We will do more work around this next week.

It is the weekend if you are following this on a traditional
work week:
Spend some time turning your attention to the 3 core
areas we must master relationships in:

SELF – PERSONAL LIFE – BUSINESS LIFE
Self is who you are (your Brand should reflect this)
Personal life includes the people you are with most of the
time outside of work (family, friends, church/groups)
Business life includes the people you work with (staff, coworkers, leads, clients, past clients)
Weekend Task:
Make notes about each of these to use next week.
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Day 6 & 7 –
THINK and make
notes

Welcome back to work. Today we are just going to
LOOK AT the 3 things people must feel at a high level
BEFORE they hire or refer to you.
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Paraphrased from Way of the Wolf, by Jordan Belfort:

1. Love your product.
2. Trust and connect with you.
3. Trust and connect with your company.
Today’s Task: Continue to reach out to 2-3 a day (with
your voice or in person followed by a note in writing)
and make a commitment to do this every business day
the rest of the month. Really - Just 2 is OK to commit to.
Yes, it’s OK to go over. It’s not OK to go under.
Are you willing to make it a daily work-week Small
Sweet Step Commitment for just this month?

Day 9 – Today let’s look at your product. The
physical thing you help people buy or sell.
We have advantages with Real Estate.
#1 People MUST live somewhere.
#2 Due to interest rates, it costs less to buy than
rent in most areas.
#3 Real Estate is ranked the #1 Best Investment
OVER stocks, gold, etc. for many years and over
time has always been a great investment.
#4 For now, there is limited supply for the demand.
Today’s task: Write down on a paper in your own
handwriting, the 4 above and come up with
another 6 that you know to be true in your market.
Why should people LOVE your product?
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Day 10 – Today let’s look at why people should
Trust and Connect with you. (from Day 8 List of
what people Must feel to hire/refer to you)
What are YOUR Advantages?
This is the main reason that blocks a sale. People
do not feel at a HIGH LEVEL trust and connection.
Today’s task: Write down on a paper in your own
handwriting, why people will trust and connect
with you. (Go back to the work you did on
Branding in your journal or yellow pad on Day 5
and review the notes you made on the 6th/7th)

Day 11 – Today let’s look at why people should Trust
and Connect with your Company. (from Day 8 List of
what people Must feel to hire/refer to you)
What are the Advantages of your COMPANY?
If you are your Company, then expand yesterday’s list
to your other staff, contractors, employees.
If you work for a Company, think of them.
Today’s task: Write down on a paper in your own
handwriting, why people will trust and connect with
your company. What is great about them? What makes
them stand out? What is their mission/vision?
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RELATIONSHIP MARKETING PLAN
Kody says there are 3 Core Principles to a strong
Relationship Marketing Plan:
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#1 Define your personal Brand clearly and build
it with 3 things: Friendship, Celebration, and
Service. (more on this next week)
#2 Focus on Relationship 80% of the time and
marketing 20% of the time. He says connect
with: Thank you; Birthdays; Holidays;
Recognition; Lifestyle & Celebration; Informal
keeping in touch; and finally - Marketing and
Promotion.
#3 Bridge the gap between high-tech and
personal touch.

2nd weekend of the month - Are you connecting powerfully
and purposefully with the people in your life?
This weekend is simply to read over a few facts from the
book around the 3 core principles:
• Your brand must include impeccable service as a
representation of who you are.
• Say thank you, happy birthday, happy holiday, etc.
WITHOUT marketing. Just from you (and possibly your
family) to them. Leave marketing for the marketing 20%
ONLY.
• Don’t drip on people you know. 11%+ of emails TO
PEOPLE YOU KNOW are NEVER opened, let alone read. Most
emails to others are never opened at all. Stop Pretending we
are contacting people by email. TALK to them, text with
them (2 way communication, or mail them something. Kody
(CEO for Send Out Cards or SOC)
SendOutCards.com/YourCoachingMatters writes that a
greeting card is 11X more likely to be opened than any other
piece of mail. WOW.
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Quote:

All Marketing is
transactional; you set
yourself apart by reaching
out in kindness and purely
with the intent to stay in
touch…Showing people you
care is not rocket science,
nor does it have to be hugely
time consuming nor
expensive.

Back to Monday again. Today’s task is to make
another list. List the ways you are mastering
your Relationship with Self.
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o What positive nourishment do you partake of
daily?
o What positive books do you study?
o Do you send positivity to others every day?
o Do you read/listen to positivity right before bed?
o Do you keep a grateful journal daily?
o Do you know your Life Intentions and your
Standards of Integrity by heart? What would be
like if you did?
o Do you have specific goals that ARE SMART?

Today’s task is to list the ways you are mastering
your Relationship with Others...

o Do you routinely make eye contact and smile at
others everywhere you go?
o Do you say hello and greet people with positivity?
o Do you open doors, give others the parking space,
let people in when you are in traffic?
o Are you pleasant, even when you don’t know who
someone is?
o Do you routinely say please and thank you?
o Are you simply NICE to people?
o Do you routinely celebrate others achievements
with more than a Facebook Like. Do you send a
card or note or article that says “I saw and I am
so happy for you!”
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Our last list this week is a list of how to master
BUSINESS Relationships Specifically.
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o Do you have a list of your strongest Past Clients, Past
Referrers, Active-Now Clients, & Hot Leads?
o Do you have another list of Potential People for the
list above. Cool… or Warm but not Cozy, LOL.
o Do you have a final list of everyone else. People you
don’t have any relationship with other than their
data and/or perhaps a contact or two in the past.
o Do you keep details notes about all contact AND
attempted contact with everyone above?
o Do you reach out with relationship 80% of the time,
marketing 20%? (r80/m20 rule)

Do you see clearly how these lists are inviting you
to Look, See, and Tell the Truth. So you can take
Authentic Action.

We are mid month now... My goal is that you have been willing to Turn
your Attention Toward (aka LOOK) and begin to really SEE what skills
you have and what HABITS you need to develop around the Power of
Human Connection. If you haven’t read the book, I highly recommend
you let me order you a copy if you are not a SOC member, or order
yourself one if you are (2 cents plus postage).

Today review the 4 levels to create a habit, good or
bad, in your life. A habit is something you can do
on “autopilot.” You don’t have to think, you just do
it. Becoming a master at Human Connection CAN
become a habit. Where are you at now?
Level 1 – Unconscious incompetence.
I don’t think about it and don’t do it.
Level 2 – Conscious incompetence.
I think about it and don’t do it.
Level 3 – Conscious competence.
I think about it and do it.
Level 4 – Unconscious competence.
I don’t think about it and still do it.
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It’s Friday before the
weekend and I hope you are
still reaching out to 2-3 a day
for the purpose of JUST
saying hello and hearing
how people are doing.
Today I want you to look at
the difference between
Marketing and Sales…and
Relationship Marketing.

Third weekend of the month – Give thought to the 5
Secrets to Relationship Marketing Success
◦ 1. The 3 legged stools includes:
Great Service – Communication - Appreciation.
◦ 2. Staying top of mind with tangible touches.
Things people can hold in their hands.
◦ 3. Thank people all through the process.
◦ 4. Never forget your business is about Taking Care of People.
◦ 5. Be INTENTIONAL about Relationships. Do it on purpose.

BONUS: Write out how you do each of the above Secrets
in your Business.
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What you DO with who you know is what REALLY
Matters. Knowing people is not enough. Having
Data on people is not enough. Dripping on people is
NOT enough.
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Approaching the business with this idea sets up
Powerful Human Connections.
Today’s Action, in addition to your continued 2
minimum a day, create a plan for what you WILL do
as a minimum for the rest of the year that will
cause people to offer referrals to you.
Kody says “Don’t ask for the referral, DESERVE IT.”
I say, yes, you can still ask, but you better darn well
have earned the right to (over and above earned it)
before you do.

Kody suggests GIVING 80% more referrals than you
ASK for. (GIVE MORE of what you WANT MORE of)
What if you kept count? Only asking once or twice for
every 8 times you refer others.
Boy… how do you DO that??
Today’s action: Choose 5 people today you can call
and ask who YOU can refer to THEM.
What do they need?
By shifting this focus, you may NEVER need to ask for
referrals again. Why? When you GIVE referrals that
help others…. They NATURALLY want to do the same for
you.
What if your job was to ask 5 a day who you can refer
to THEM?
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Keep a Full Pipeline.
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Kody says the main reason salespeople fail is the
lack of a pipeline of upcoming business. Notice it’s
NOT an inability to find business for TODAY.
He suggests that every day you must work at a
regular time for a regular period of time to find
people for your long term pipeline. EVERY person
you talk to fits somewhere in future business
pipeline, right?
So… Are you doing that?
Today’s Action is to do that. What time can you
give it today? What about a Formula One (55/17/7)
or Pomodoro Technique (25 minutes).
What would happen if you did that every work day?

Try texting to set up an appointment.
What if you used one day a week of your warm/hot
lead follow-up… and instead of calling or emailing,
you texted. For the sole purpose of setting up an
appointment to show them something. Of course,
you have to have the “something.” Could be a chart,
graph, or article relating to your business.
Today’s Action: Pick “something” and text at least
20 people in your pipeline who COULD want to set
up a short appointment for you to show them this
“something.” How many could you get to say yes?
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Today we will learn about the 4 levels of
prospect and what to do with each:
Cold – People you don’t know. Find in social
media, blogging, website capture, opt-in emails,
networking events, direct mail, etc.
Cool – People in your list now but you don’t
really know.
Warm – People who already know, like, trust
you.
Hot - People from Warm list that want to buy or
sell very soon.
Today’s action: Sort the people in your
database into the 3 levels they belong in. Who
are you marketing to the most?

Last weekend for this month
Weekend action: Think about your Marketing.
Who are you marketing to the most?
Is most of your marketing directed to COLD list?
Do you truly not have enough people in Cool-Hot to meet
your goals? (Roughly 10X your sales goal for 2 years out
from now)
People often think it is easier or more attractive or less
stress to market to people they don’t know.
Often this is because they are embarrassed to talk to
people they know… or are not confident in the work that
they do. It’s FEAR based. It’s also what marketers SELL to
you.
Think deeply about this over the weekend. What do you
think would happen if you flipped it so you were only
marking to cool, warm and hot?
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YES. It’s been 4
weeks… AND you
get bonus days
through day 31 J
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The NEW Funnel
OUTSIDE the Funnel is Cold Prospects. What if they
only entered your Funnel because someone invited
them in from the inside?
INSIDE the Funnel looks like this:
Cool
Warm
Hot
Presentations
Sale
Close
Post Closing Process that CAUSES people to WANT to
send others INTO your Funnel as Cool/Warm.

The Relationship Marketing Sales Script Format by Kody
Bateman
ASK – SAY – DO
Ask questions that get your prospect to feel the pain that
your offering has a solution for… Ask questions they can say
Yes to things they need that you offer… and that cause them
to SAY they need and want what you offer.
Say things that highlight their pain and offer solutions to it..
And highlight you have something that solve their problem.
Ask them to accept your offer of help.
Do discuss benefits. Features tell. Benefits Sell. Use stories
to illustrate how others with their problem used your service
and it solved their problem. Do be prepared for objections
(they are natural). Ask them to sign.
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Final Bonus:
I only covered a fraction of the first 144 pages of
the book in this Presentation…. It’s 288 pages
long, so it’s exactly HALF.
Intrigued to know the rest?
If you are not a member of Send Out Cards, I will
send you Kody’s book for FREE. JUST ASK.
(Limited time offer)
If you ARE a member, order it on your own SOC
page for just 2 cents plus shipping.
If you are not a member of SOC and want to be in
my downline (meaning you can take advantage of
my support & that of the team above me) sign up
at SendOutCards.com/YourCoachingMatters

Other Great books on this subject to read this month
or next:
Go Givers Sell More by Bob Burg
https://thegogiver.com/go-givers-sell-more/
(8th most recommended sales book of ALL TIME)
The Heart and Art of Netweaving by Bob Littel
https://netweavinginternational.com/books/

